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Learning How to Learn – Part 2
LAST

MONTH

I

WROTE

BY REV. HARRY GYOKYO BRIDGE

ABOUT

tar pretty well now and can express

dertaken before. Because this time I had

some of my early experiences with

myself with it in my own way. But it

teachers. I learned history and doctrine,

music. Although I had piano lessons

is very difficult for me to learn more

and even a little bit about how to read

during elementary school, I am 99%

about music theory. I tried to take les-

Chinese Buddhist texts in Japanese. But

self-taught on guitar and bass. I did

sons during the pandemic, but it just

I think the area where I learned the most

get one lesson from my school jazz

didn’t work.

was in chanting, from Rev. Haruyoshi

band teacher on how to apply writ-

In the case of Buddhism, I started

Kusada. Kusada Sensei would introduce

ten music to the bass – fortunately

out self-taught – or maybe it sounds

the chant, read it slowly so that those

I already knew how to read music

cooler to say I was an “autodidact.” I dis-

who couldn’t read Japanese could write

because of my piano lessons. Looking

covered used bookstores and snapped

in the pronunciations, and then chant

back now, I kick myself for not going

up anything that caught my interest.

it once for us to hear it. Then he would

back for more lessons! I think that not

But it was discovering an ad for the In-

ask us to chant it together with him.

having a teacher was a big drawback.

stitute of Buddhist Studies that set me

Then he would ask each of us to try it

I know my way around the bass gui-

on a path of learning unlike any I had un-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

President’s Message
ARE YOU READY FOR BAZAAR IN

BY NORMAN YOSHIDA

do the same old thing?”

Day

weekend

event

with

teriyaki

June? After a two-year break, we need

For as long as I can remember,

chicken, food booths, raffle, children’s

to get ready for our annual June event.

the Oakland Nikkoland Bazaar has re-

games, etc. A few new things have been

The question is, “do we go back and

mained basically the same. Father’s

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Dharma School News
SPRING

GREETINGS

Dharma

School!

FROM

BY CINDY SAKAI

BCO

Alameda County Buddhist Church

and Sogorea Te’ Land Trust for wid-

we

and San Mateo Buddhist Temple.

ening our understanding of the inter-

continued to make the most of our

Nazshonnii told us about the work

dependence within the community

virtual Dharma School, using remote

Sogorea Te’ does to care for its com-

and the land. To learn more and get

learning tools to connect with spe-

munity and for the land. She also

involved with Sogorea Te’ Land Trust,

cial guests and students from other

taught us some words in Chochenyo.

visit https://sogoreate-landtrust.org/.

dharma schools. Building upon les-

We learned which plants are signifi-

This month, Dharma School would

sons about the Buddhist truth of

cant to the Ohlone people and stu-

like to thank Kathy Aoki and Cal

interdependence, our special guest

dents shared which plants are special

basketball fans for their dana. Also,

in February was Nazshonnii from

to them. Dharma School students and

we want to thank Fusae Yoshida,

the Sogorea Te’ Land Trust, an or-

teachers also shared the meals that

Gary & Maya Lawrence, and Don &

ganization working to revitalize the

are most special to them, often relat-

Kathy Endo for their donations in

rich cultural and spiritual traditions

ing to the people we love. We learned

honor of Pet’s Memorial.

of Ohlone people, develop commu-

so much about each other! We also

nity resiliency, educate the public,

learned how to be good guests on

Lanae

and get land back in the hands of In-

the traditional Lisjan Ohlone land

Hana S.H., Kori M.

digenous people.

on which we live. We are so grate-

N. n

This

winter

Rev. Bridge joined our lesson,

ful to Rev. Bridge for our Dharma

as well as friends from Southern

School services and to Nazshonnii

Dharma School Guest, Nazshonnii

Caption?

Caption?
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Happy Birthday to Conor Kim,
W.,

Yoko

I.W.,

Kenzie

P.,

and Mayumi

Native Peoples of the Region Now Known as the East Bay

Oakland’s Nippongo Gakuen
THE

JAPANESE

BY STEVE TERUSAKI

LANGUAGE

language instruction was marketed

spite the loss of tuition income due to

School at the Buddhist Church of

to the community beyond our own

lower student numbers. The financial

Oakland has been an integral part of

Sangha. New teachers were brought

consequence resulted in the Gakuen

the offered programs for nearly 120

to teach these classes, all native Japa-

accepting a $5,000 long-term loan

years. Referenced in the BCO Cen-

nese speakers which had always been

from the Church Board to cover the

tennial Book, “Embraced in the Light

a focus for the language program. In

deficit in operating expenses from the

of the Dharma – 100 years” the be-

the 2010’s, Gakuen student enroll-

beginning of the pandemic through

ginnings of the Japanese Language

ment reached new levels (~40) with

December 2021. Further, the Gakuen

school are dated to the fall of 1904.

four dedicated teachers and five (5)

Board has projected a $2,500 deficit

Surviving a split in the Sangha in 1926,

classes for both children and adults.

to be incurred through the end of the

the Japanese School continued under

By the 2019-2020 school year, enroll-

current academic semester ending in

the name “Showa Gakuen.” In 1936, a

ment was again trending downward

June.

photo of the Showa Gakuen on the

with an enrollment that was closer to

In order to cover this current aca-

steps of the Church shows a student

30 students, both adults and children.

demic semester deficit the Gakuen

In March 2020, COVID 19 became

Board is launching a Campaign to Sup-

population of nearly 100.
During its existence the Gakuen

the Gakuen’s biggest obstacle to its

port the Nippongo Gakuen. Donations

has dealt with other hardships and

existence. In-person classes were shut

will be matched dollar-for-dollar up to

world events to which it had to adjust

down and the Gakuen teachers moved

$1,000 by Steve & Kathy Terusaki. Do-

and adapt. In reflecting on the recent

instruction into an on-line virtual for-

nations can be made on-line through

80th anniversary of the Day of Re-

mat. Only through our teachers’ dedi-

the Buddhist Church of Oakland web-

membrance, World War II and Execu-

cated and creative efforts, classes

site. In addition, we look forward to the

tive Order 9066 had an enormous im-

continued through the final 3 months

Gakuen participating in other Church

pact to the Church and its Japanese

of the 2020 academic year. With no

fundraising events where a percent-

Language School. With the forced

end in sight for the pandemic in the

age of those proceeds might be dedi-

evacuation of everyone of Japanese

fall of 2020, classes continued in a vir-

cated to the Gakuen. It is the Board’s

descent from the West Coast, the

tual format for the 2020-2021 school

goal to also repay the long-term loan

Church and the Gakuen shut its doors.

year; and with the summer of 2021 CO-

provided by the Church Board.

It wasn’t until 1951 that the Oak-

VID outbreaks of the Delta variant, the

We ask for your support in help-

land Sangha could reestablish the Ni-

Board decided to stay virtual for the

ing the Gakuen address the financial

hongo Gakuen. Many of our current

2021-2022 school year. Despite all ef-

impacts that COVID has created. The

members who as children in the 1950’s

forts by the Gakuen teachers to create

Board of the Gakuen is dedicated to

and 1960’s passed through the doors

a virtual format for language learning,

ensuring that our Japanese language

of the Gakuen, learning their a – i – u

it has been difficult to maintain enroll-

program is sustainable and will con-

– e – o.

ment at the pre-pandemic levels. Cur-

tinue as an integral part of the pro-

involvement

rent enrollment is now about half of

grams offered at the Buddhist Church

by Mr. & Mrs. Somei Miyauchi, enroll-

what it was before the pandemic re-

of Oakland. We have a long legacy and

ment at the Gakuen waned through

sulting in financial stress for the opera-

we are committed to carrying that leg-

the 1980’s and early 1990’s reaching

tions of the Gakuen.

acy forward into the future.

Despite

dedicated

a low point in the late 1990’s when

Not knowing when the Gakuen

the Gakuen’s enrollment dropped to

would be in a position to return to its

6 to 8 students. Under Rev. Seigen

pre-pandemic approach to instruc-

Yamaoka’s leadership new life was

tion, the future in a post-pandemic

In gassho,

bred into the Gakuen. With new

world has been difficult for the Gakuen

The Gakuen Board,

Gakuen parent leadership, the school

Board to address. Strategic decisions

Ron Nomura, Jon Takagaki,

again began to flourish. New classes

about class format and what to plan

Steve Terusaki, Carol Thunen,

were developed for an adult audience

for has meant that we have maintained

Gary Tominaga n

and a robust program in Japanese

the infrastructure of the Gakuen de-

Thank you in advance for your
support and generosity.
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BY BCO BOYS
(JOHN MINAMOTO,
RON NOMURA, JON TAKAGAKI)

How Much BCO Trivia Do You Know?
BCO

HAS

A

LONG

AND

ILLUSTRIOUS

HISTORY

OF

BEING

A

“FOODIE”

TEMPLE.

AS

SUCH,

OUR

kitchen and social hall cabinets are filled with a variety of seasonings, condiments, and food and drink related items. We
have been tidying up the kitchen and social hall and we discovered some interesting tidbits of trivia. How much BCO trivia
do you know? (You’ll find answers on page 5.)
1. In total, how many coffee pots does

3. Salt and pepper shakers and a

5. The

Dharma

School

has

used

the church have?

variety of spices can be found in

kamaboko boards for various craft

a. 8

one of our kitchen cabinets. Of

projects.

b. 17

those containers with a “best by”

boards are stored in one of the

c. 21

date, what year was on the oldest

kitchen cabinets?

d. 24

spice container?

a. 125

a. 1992

b. 212

b. 2003

c. 363

the church have?

c. 2012

d. 430

a. 8

d. 2017

2. How many soy sauce bottles does

How

many

kamaboko

b. 17
c. 21

4. How many Shichimi Togarashi (chili

d. 24

flavored seasoning mix) containers
does the church have?
a. 55
b. 82
c. 111
d. 132

Learning How to Learn – Part 2

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

by ourselves. I was fortunate in that I

Maybe that’s part of the sig-

had musical ability and basically knew

nificance of Hanamatsuri, our spe-

MARCH 25TH

how to sing, so it came pretty easily

cial service in honor of the birth of

Articles submitted after this

to me, though if I think back, I actually

Shakyamuni. If we have been fortu-

date may not be printed.

put a lot of effort into graphing out

nate enough to encounter the teach-

the chants while Sensei did them.

ings of the Buddha, let us not squan-

Years later, I realized that I
had

received

a

traditional

der this opportunity! This birthday

Asian

celebration, which we will observe

education. There was little explicit

this year on April 10th, is a chance

explanation – it was mostly just

to recognize yet another chance to

listening and trying to repeat. At the

bring the teachings into our lives.

time, taking the class every semester,

Hope to see you then, whether

twice a week for 3-4 years seemed

in-person (hopefully!) or online! n

like a lot, but I was actually so
fortunate

to

have

received

this

opportunity.
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DEADLINE FOR MAY 2022
BUSSHIN ARTICLES:

SEND ARTICLES TO:
Joyce Yokomizo
email: joyce@yokomizo.com
You can also send articles
to the church office.
BUSSHIN COLLATION:
No Busshin collation due
to Stay at Home Order.

Momijikai News

BY KAREN HASHIMOTO

FIRST, I WOULD LIKE TO PUBLICLY

word yoga was mentioned, I thought

such scams, where to get Covid tests,

thank Jean Nakazono for creating

“I can’t do yoga poses.” We don’t

on and on.

Momijikai into a program where we

“pose;” we move and stretch which

Our February 17 meeting started

can get our religious fix (Reverend

are really beneficial for the body, no

with Rev. Bridge further explaining

Bridge’s talks), practice yoga (with

matter the age.

the meaning of Sei Fu Jo Sho Gaku,

Patty Hirota’s guidance), and have

We then watched two videos—

a line in Juseige. Quoting Rev. Bridge,

a place where we are informed and

one was about seniors in Salt Lake

“Sei Fu Jo Sho Gaku means ‘I (Dhar-

entertained. Where else can you get

City bowling and the other one was

makara Bodhisattva, who became

such an enriched program twice a

about a woman in Japan preparing

Amida) vow not to attain perfect

month?

meals for toddlers. The video about

awakening’…. He is saying that if this

Secondly, I would like to acknowl-

bowling was inspiring showing people

or that doesn’t come true, then he

edge Nancy Yamamoto for her for

in their 80’s and 90’s gathering once

won’t become Buddha. But he did

excellent

Momijikai

a week to bowl. How they could take

become Buddha”—such a powerful

activities for many years. She did

reporting

of

this ball (heavy looking to me) and roll

statement in this line.

such a terrific job that it’s taking three

it down the alley was amazing. JoAnn

We then did yoga with Patty. Our

of us to try and do the job she did.

Makishima identified Endo relatives

bodies always benefit and feel good

Thank you, Nancy.

in this video. The other video was

after Patty’s sessions.

The first Thursday of February
Reverend

Bridge

spoke

about

Juseige and the meaning of Sei Fu

about making and selling nutritious

Lastly, we watched a video on the

and tasty meals for toddlers for busy,

history and various ways different re-

working mothers.

gions in Japan make mochi. I think we

Jo Sho Gaku. His talks are always
interesting.

We always end the session with
a chat. During this chat we shared all

We then were treated with prac-

sorts of information such as what’s

ticing yoga. Patty’s exercises focus on

going on at church, what the recent

movements and stretches. When the

scams are and how we should handle

all were craving mochi after having
watched this video.
We’re looking forward to our next
meeting on March 3. n

Jr. YBA News

BY MAYUMI NOMURA

Shop Amazon?
Designate BCO as Your Charity!

HELLO

NOTHING

AMAZON WILL DONATE 0.5% OF YOUR

EVERYONE!

THERE’S

PLANNED

for the immediate future. However, we are getting ready
for

the

Bay

District

Jr.

YBA

Conference/Volley-

ball Mixer in May. Hopefully I will have more updates
for you in my next article. Happy Spring! n

purchases if you designate Buddhist Church of
Oakland on your Amazonsmile account. Go to
https://amazon.com/smile and follow the
directions to designate the Buddhist Church of
Oakland as your charity. Always start your purchase on https://amazon.com/smile and contribu-

BCO Trivia Answers

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

1.

c. 21

2.

d. 69 (includes 10 crystal bottles)

3.

a. 1992 (a small container of cinnamon)

tions will go the BCO. Thank you! Questions? Email
Maya Lawrence. n

4. c. 111
5.

d. 430
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2022 April Shotsuki Memorial Service
Sunday, April 3, 2022 on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/c/BuddhistChurchofOakland)
Dharma Message: Rev. Harry Gyokyo Bridge
PLEASE NOTE – NEW SERVICE FORMAT: we have tentatitve plans to start holding the Shotsuki Memorial Service at 11:30 AM PST, both
in-person and streaming online. We will be sending more information to Shotsuki families as the date gets closer. These arrangements
are subject to change in correspondence with safety guidelines – please consult the website for updates. Family and friends are invited
to attend or view this monthly memorial service online for those listed below. If any errors appear, please direct them to the church
office at (510) 832-5988 or officebco@gmail.com at your earliest convenience.

Mrs. Kinoe Adachi
Mr. Shigetaro Adachi
Mrs. Shima Akiyoshi
Mrs. Beatrice Akiko Bunna
Mr. Heisaku Fujii
Mr. Sakichi Fujii
Mrs. Tsue Fujii
Mrs. Takano Fukuda
Mr. Hiroshi Fujikawa – 7th year
Mr. Kikuhei Fujimoto
Mrs. Mary Fujimoto
Mr. Tsuneji Gonda
Mrs. Shige Harada
Mr. Alan Hayashida
Mrs. Ruth Reiko Hirabayashi
Mr. Yoshio Hiramoto
Ms. Ichiko Hirao
Mr. Akira Hirota
Mr. Tadao Hisaoka
Mrs. Hamae Hori
Mr. Kijiro Hori
Mr. Misaku Horiuchi
Mrs. Toshiko Ikeda
Mrs. Matsu Ishikawa
Mrs. Toku Kamano
Mr. Harry Kanada
Mr. Jim Kanada
Mr. Sanzo Kanagaki
Mrs. Kitoe Kaneko
Mrs. Kimiko Kaneshige
Miss Pamela Kaneshige
Mr. Tadashi Kaneshige
Mr. Paul Kanzaki
Mrs. Ise Kato
Mr. Charles Kawata, Jr. – 3rd year
Mrs. Tora Kido
Mr. Kikutaro Kimura
Mr. Kunio Kisanuki
Mrs. Ruri Kitabayashi – 13th year
Mr. Joe Kiyota
Mrs. Kiku Kobayashi
Mrs. Sono Kobayashi
Mr. Kenso Kobori
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Mrs. Yasue Mae Kodani
Mrs. June Hisako Kuge
Mr. Sannosuke Kurotori
Mrs. Pati Ritsuko Lomas
Mrs. Jane Matsui
Mrs. Takeko Aline McVicker
Mr. George Isamu Misaki
Mrs. Kiyo Miyagawa
Mr. Isao Mizusaki
Mr. Miyako Mori
Mr. Toshio Mori
Miss Takako Murakawa
Mr. Shozo Nagai
Miss Ellen Naito
Mr. Mitsuharu Naito
Mr. Shigeo Naito
Mrs. Alyce Nakagawa
Mrs. Jeanette Nakagawa – 25th year
Mr. Fred Nakagiri
Mr. Toshiyuki Nakamura – 7th year
Mrs. Asano Nakano
Mr. Yoshio Nakano
Mr. Wasaburo Nakano
Mr. Yonezo Nakatani
Mrs. Bernice Nakaya
Mr. Kiyoshi Nakaya
Mr. Takanori Nakayama
Mrs. Jane Nishi
Mr. Hideaki Noda
Mrs. Ayako Nomura
Miss Kazue Nomura
Mrs. Junko Nomura
Mrs. Kikuko Nomura
Mr. Shunso Norimoto
Mr. George Okai
Mr. Taigi Oniki
Mr. Tokuzo Otaguro
Mrs. Doreen Otsuka
Mr. Matsutaro Otsuka
Mrs. Etsuko Ryujin
Mrs. Kimi Sakai
Mrs. Isa Sata
Mrs. Sayoko Satake

Mr. Jukichi Seta
Mrs. Shizu Seta
Mrs. Fuji Setaka
Mr. Tetsuo Shigematsu
Mr. Iwao Shigemoto
Mr. Tsugio Sugimura
Mrs. Kita Sumimoto
Miss Keiko Takahashi
Mr. Takeshi Takahashi
Mr. Yozo Takahashi
Ms. Cynthia Takemoto – 17th year
Miss Pam Tamori
Mr. Shoji Tamori
Mr. Shinnosuke Tamura
Mr. Ichitaro Tanabe
Mrs. Nancy Tanaka – 1st year
Baby Tanaka
Mr. Carl Tani
Mr. Kyuzaburo Taniguchi
Mrs. Yakuye Terada
Mrs. Iku Tsuchiya
Mrs. Grace Tsujimoto
Mr. Reiichi Tsukimura
Mr. Seiichi Umemoto
Mrs. Kyo Watanabe
Mr. Chujiro Watanabe
Miss Mary Wehara
Mr. Katashi Yamabe
Mr. Minezo Yamamoto
Mr. Risaku Yamamoto
Mrs. Ruth Yamamoto
Mr. Toyotaro Yamanashi
Mr. Henry Yamashita
Mr. Fred Yokoyama
Mr. Sam Yoneyama
Mr. Jerry Yoshida – 1st year
Mrs. Yone Yoshioka
Mr. Henry Yoshisato
Mr. Kiyoshi Yoshiura
Mr. George Yuto
Mrs. Kei Yuto
Mr. Risaburo Yuto

Donations
BCO would like to acknowledge the donations from our members and friends. We are very grateful and appreciative of
your continued generosity and kindness. Thank you!
MEMBERSHIP DUES
Kido, Jean
Medina, Gerardo & Yoshioka, Hiromi
Futaba, Pati & Pahta, Jon
Graham, Coby
Hotchkiss, Mark
Miyamura, Kurt & Kimi
Neishi, Alice
Okano, Susan
Oniki, Christine
Pendro, Ray
Tanisawa, Craig & Ayano
Tominaga, Gary & Anne
Umezu-Hall, Norio
Utsurogi, Hajime
Yamamoto, Bruce & Cindy
Yoshida, Fusae
Yoshida-Grohl, Renie
SPECIAL
Akaba, Sachi
Mem of Shigeko Yamaoka/who
would have been celebrating her 		
80th Birthday
Aoki, Miho
February Donation
Concord Howakai
2021-2022
Dowell, Kimiyo
Memorial Service for
Tsune Sakamoto
Futaba, Pati
New Year’s Service
Hashimoto, Karen
Message Board article
Hashimoto, Karen
Hoonko
Hiramoto, Joni
General Donation
Hirayama, Masaki
Mem of Masahiro Hirayama
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Hiro Sato
Ito-Gates, Joemy
Osaisen
Kano, Judy
General Donation

Kaplan, Harvey & Gay
Mem of Sataro Hirai, Tokio
& Jisaku Minamoto
Kido, Jean
Mem of Harvey Kido
Kido, Jean
Shigeko Yamaoka Scholarship
Kido, Jean
Events, bazaar, golf, etc.
Kuramoto, Ben & Julia
Mem of Mineko Takata
Kuroki, Munenori
Mem of Mrs. Susie Kuroki
Miuauchi, Soumei
Donation
Nasu-Best, Kimberly
General Donation
Neishi, Alice
Keirokai Appreciation
Noguchi, Robert & Gayle
Osaisen
Oakland Buddhist Women’s Association
2022 Lady Takeko Kujo & Members
Memorial Service, Altar Flowers
Shohara, S.
General Donation
Tamori Family
Raymond Tamori Makuragyo
Tamori Family
Raymond Tamori 7 Day Service
Ura, Esther
200+Club Awardee
Ushijima, Glenn
Yoshiko Ushijima Service
Ushijima, Glenn
Flower Fund
Wong, Larry
General Donation
Yamamoto, Bruce & Cindy
General Donation
Yamaoka, Rev. Haruo
Shigeko’s Scholarship
Yoshida, Craig
Ruby Yoshida - 1st year
Yoshida, Kristina
Osaisen
Yoshiura, Kay
February memorial

OHIGAN
Kaneshige, Clare & Don
SHOTSUKI
Endo, Diane
Mem of Hatsuko Nomura
Fujimoto, Kayoko
February Shotsuki Hoyo
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Ted Kimura
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Jim Nakamura
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Yas Aoki
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Mineko Takata
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Setsuko Furuta
Hiromoto, Mary
Mem of Etsuko Aikawa
Inouye, Nora
Mem of Kotoku Inouye
Kanzaki, Al & Miharu
Mem of Chiyono Kanzaki
Makishima, Joanne & Dennis
Mem of Miyo Shigemoto
Matsui Trust-Cathy Miyasaki
Mem of Saburo Matsui
Matsumoto, Chiyoko Mary
Mem of Minoru Matsumoto,
Shokichi Satake
Matsutani, Koichi
Mem of Toku Matsutani
Minamoto, Edwin
Mem of Mr. Jisaku Minamoto,
Mrs. Tokio Minamoto &
Mr. Sataro Hirai
Minamoto, John
Mem of Jisaku Minamoto,
Tokio Minamoto
Minamoto, John
Mem of Sataro Hirai
Narasaki, Al
Mem of Judy Narasaki
Noguchi, Robert & Gayle
Mem of Mr. Don Jiro Yoshisato
Sekigahama, Janet
Mem of Yoshiko Hashimoto
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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Donations

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

BCO would like to acknowledge the donations from our members and friends. We are very grateful and appreciative of
your continued generosity and kindness. Thank you!
Shimizu, Lawrence
Mem of Taizan Shimizu
Takagaki, Linda & Jon
Mem of Don Yoshisato - February
Takagaki, Linda & Jon
Mem of Toshiharu Kimura
Taniguchi, Gary, Teresa & Family
Mem of Itsuzo Taniguchi,
Mitsugi Taniguchi
Terusaki, Steven
Mem of Lily Yuriko Terusaki
Tie, Thomas
Shotsuki Donation

Umemoto, Yasuko
Mem of Fumiya Umemoto,
Sachiko Umemoto
Wong, Janis & Calvin, Wong, Chris,
Ashley & Maya, Kanemasu, Elisa, Jun
& Zoey
Mem of Masato Miyamura
Wong, M&M Roger
Mem of Nihachiro Sakaki
Yamamoto, Bruce & Cindy
Mem of Shigeru Yamamoto
Yamamoto, Nancy
Mem of Shigeru Yamamoto

Yoshida, Fusae
Mem of Kino Yoshida,
Kiku Yoshida, Eiichi Yoshida
Yoshida-Grohl, Renie
Mem of Kino Yoshida &
Eiichi Yoshida
Yoshida-Grohl, Renie
Mem of Kiku Fujii
Yoshisato-Cavey, Janis
Mem of Don Yoshisato

Special Web Links
BUDDHIST CHURCH OF OAKLAND WEBSITE

AMAZON “SMILE” PROGRAM

http://www.buddhistchurchofoakland.org/

https://amazon.com/smile

ONLINE SERVICES AND DHARMA TALKS

GENERAL/REV. BRIDGE

https://www.youtube.com/c/buddhistchurchofoakland/

http://www.dharmarealm.com
https://www.instagram.com/gyokyo48/

BCA SERVICE BOOK
https://buddhistchurchofoakland.org/servicebook/

President’s Message

https://twitter.com/gyokyo
https://www.facebook.com/gyokyo48

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

added and some activities have been

are left. Many of the Bazaar leader-

Oakland? What can we do to make

changed, but basically, we have been

ship roles are saddled on the same

it better for our guests and our hard-

doing the same thing every year. (I

person year after year due to no

working Sangha?

personally have helped run bingo for

available replacements. Many work

We are planning to hold the Bud-

over 40 years in the Issei Kaikan with

shifts are unfilled due to lack of avail-

dhist Church of Oakland’s Nikkoland

few changes).

able workers or failure of scheduled

Bazaar and Food Faire on Father’s

biggest

workers to show up. As a result,

Day Weekend in June 2022. If you

change at the Bazaar has been the

Over

the

years,

the

many members end up working long

have any comments, suggestions,

number of Sangha members avail-

extended hours to ensure the event

complaints, and/or ideas of what the

able to help. Some have moved away,

is successful.

2022 Bazaar should look like, please

or stopped participating, but sadly

Now that we have had a forced

contact me or a board member. We

the greatest decline in participation

break from the Bazaar due to Covid,

need your guidance to make this a

at Bazaar has come from the passing

it is a time to step back and reflect.

“better” event.

of many long-time members.

Do we want the Bazaar to continue?

The result of fewer members

What needs to be changed? What

helping at Bazaar is a larger and

needs to be eliminated? Is Bazaar

larger amount of work for those who

important for Buddhist Church of
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Hope to see you at Church in
March…
Norman n

Athletes in Aprons
ATHLETES

IN

APRONS

IS

A NEW BOOK BY BCO MEMBER KAREN OWOC

AN

enthusiasts after the onset of their

uncomplicated playbook that puts

cardiac event and associated diseas-

essential foods to eat for optimum

longevity in your control. But not an

es to where they felt more energetic

health and for supplementing

athlete, you say? Don’t be so sure

and were stronger than they’d been in

your workouts

you’re not. Being revered as an ath-

years. I wrote this book after decades

• 64 easy, whole food recipes

lete doesn’t hinge on performance; it’s

of educating my patients, so you, too,

• Simple tactics that guide your

grounded in perseverance. Whether

can play as long as possible!

• A daily nutrition framework of

eating patterns to boost your

you’re a back-of-the-packer, cardiac

In this nutrition playbook, you’ll

patient, or cancer survivor, true ath-

gain an understanding of the causes

letes focus on commitment, crave be-

behind “growing old”, so you can ad-

ing better than yesterday, and strive

just the way you live. I draw on pub-

to easily decipher food labels,

to finish. But in order to be more

lished scientific studies and my exper-

rebuild muscle mass, and

physical, more motivated, and more

tise, which I present in a language that

fun, you need to feed your body.

great sports minds comprehend —

mental and physical agility and
keep your body and brain young
• Quick tips and ‘cheat sheets’

manage stress eating
• An extensive list of recommended

Learn what it takes to keep your

that is, just some straight talking from

cooking equipment and food

heart, body, and brain working opti-

their coach (me) and no over-the-top

staples to stock a longevity kitchen,

mally, and discover why it’s never too

technical jargon.

and more!

early or too late to start. In fact, even

Armed with the right training,

if you already show signs of aging

Athletes in Aprons includes:

tools, and tips, you can control how

and chronic conditions, these effects

• The top eight mechanisms that

well you feel, curb how fast you age,

can change. That’s because lifestyle
matters.
Chronic diseases and disability,
such as heart disease, dementia, dia-

disrupt the healthy aging process
• An easy and effective plan
designed to keep your body

and live your most functional life!
Your age is a given. Growing old
is a choice. n

strong and functional

betes, stroke, arthritis, and osteoporosis, were once synonymous with old
age, but after over fifty years of research by the U.S. National Institutes
of Health (NIH), you can prevent or at
least control certain diseases through
the way you live.
Athletes in Aprons provides you
with a game plan to upgrade your
lifestyle and increase your longevity —
specifically, your functional longevity.
Functional longevity is more than just
living a long life. It’s living your BEST
life. That means, even in your 70s, 80s,
and 90s, you are still independent, and
your mind is still sharp.
How do I know? I’m Karen Owoc, a
clinical exercise physiologist in cardiopulmonary rehabilitation. I’ve rehabilitated hundreds of Veterans and sports
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Buddhist Church of Oakland

Hanamatsuri Bento
Fundraiser

$25
EACH

SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 2022
Portion of Proceeds to Assist BCO’s Japanese School
PRE-SALE ONLY
Deadline for Orders: Monday, April 4, 2022
Quantities Limited – Order Early Please
MENU

Teriyaki Grilled Flank Steak
Takenoko Rice
Salad
Dessert Item!
P U R CHASE O N L INE: https://BuddhistChurchofOakland.org/bento
PAYM ENT - CREDIT CARD OR PAY PAL ACCO U NT
• Credit card or PayPal account. On Checkout Page be sure to enter name and
contact information
• To pay by check when you pick-up your order, choose Manual Payment and complete
the requested information

P H O N E O RD E RS, C AL L 5 10 - 8 3 2 - 598 8

Leave a message with your name, your bento order, and phone number. Please mail or
bring a check when picking up, made out to BUDDHIST CHURCH OF OAKLAND.

DRIVE-THRU PICK-UP ONLY AT BCO
SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 2022 | 2:00 – 4:00 PM
• Enter church parking lot – 9th St. gate
• Please remain in your car when picking up
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APRIL 2022
HOST 11 Leader: George Kamita

1

2

8

9

At the time of publication, services are planned to be both in-person & streamed online.
For updates, please check the website.

3

4

5

Dharma Family
Service
10:00 am
Shotsuki Memorial
Service
11:30 am

10

6

7

Board of Directors
Meeting
7:00 pm
Online

Momijikai
10:00 am
Online

11

12

13

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

FMOC Meeting
7:00 pm

Momijikai
10:00 am
Online

27

28

Hanamatsuri Service
10:00 am

17
Dharma Family
Service
10:00 am

24

25

26

Busshin Articles Due

29

30

Dharma Family
Service/Pets
Memorial Service
10:00 am
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We have begun selling 200+ Tickets/Memberships for
2022. Funds raised from this sale will benefit Church
Security and Building Infrastructure.
Due to the Covid-19 Lockdown and Social Distancing we are asking buyers to
either:
- Go to the Church Website to purchase tickets online:
http://BuddhistChurchofOakland.org/200plus/
or
- Reserve tickets by calling/emailing Church BEFORE mailing or sending a
check. Board members will not have tickets to sell but can assist you in
reserving a ticket.
Once we receive your payment, we will mail you a Ticket/Receipt from the
Church Office.
There are only 299 tickets/memberships available, so please do not delay in
making your purchase. Please contact the Church Office for 200+ Club questions
or program details.

Thank you for your continued support.
BCO 200+ Club Committee

